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Abstract— In video surveillance, detection of relocating objects 

from a video is foremost for object detection, goal tracking, and 

habits figuring out. Detection of moving objects in video streams is 

the first critical step of expertise and historical past subtraction is 

an extraordinarily general method for foreground segmentation. In 

this thesis, we now have simulated special background subtraction 

approaches to overcome the obstacle of illumination variant, 

historical past muddle and shadows. Detecting and monitoring of 

human physique elements is most important in figuring out human 

movements. Intelligent and automatic security surveillance 

programs have emerge as an lively study area in latest time 

because of an increasing demand for such systems in public areas 

equivalent to airports, underground stations and mass activities. 

On this context, tracking of stationary foreground regions is likely 

one of the most principal requirements for surveillance systems 

centered on the tracking of deserted or stolen objects or parked 

autos. 

Keywords— object detection, tracking, Kalman filter, occlusion, 

image processing  

I. INTRODUCTION  

Video surveillance is an energetic research topic in pc vision that 
tries to discover, admire and monitor objects over a sequence of 
photographs and it also makes an attempt to recognize and describe 
object behavior by using exchanging the getting older old typical 
procedure of monitoring cameras by way of human operators. Object 
detection and monitoring are most important and challenging duties in 
lots of pc vision applications comparable to surveillance, automobile 
navigation and self reliant robot navigation. There are three key steps in 
video evaluation, detection intriguing moving objects, tracking of such 
objects from each frame to border, and analysis of object tracks to 
respect their conduct. Thus, using object tracking is pertinent within the 
duties of, movement based realization. 

Video surveillance most often utilizes electro-optical sensors (video 
cameras) to collect knowledge from the atmosphere. In a traditional 
surveillance method, the video cameras are installed in fixed positions 
or on pan-tilt gadgets and transmit video streams to a specified area, 
called monitoring room. Then, the received video streams are 
monitored on shows and traced by means of human operators. 
Surveillance methods ought to be computerized to beef up the 
performance and get rid of such human operator errors. Ideally, an 
automatic surveillance method must only require the objectives of an 
software, where real time interpretation and robustness is needed.  

The word “yield estimation or prediction” means estimation of crop 
in the farm. Yield can be estimated after or before harvesting. In after 
harvesting floriculture product is estimated by counting of all the 
flowers or calculating the weight for all. This method has the 
disadvantage that it affects the preplanning of farmer for e.g. packaging 
material. If the yield is more than packaging material does not fulfill 
the farmer requirement. So the yield estimation before harvesting is 

used in practice.  Numbers of machine and computer vision techniques 
are available for this task. In computer vision applications first step is 
capturing of image of whole field. And it is difficult to capture field in 
single image so images are captured in the parts of field and processed 
individually and after that their results are combined. For extraction of 
flower HSV color space is used. HSV color space transformation of 
RGB image provides a better segmentation and it is device dependent 
model. 

Three methods are generally used for any object detection like color, 
shape and texture. In case of floriculture product color detection 
(Sarkate et al., 2013) is more favorable for detection process because it 
is simple to implement. Images are converted into HSV image so that 
we can detect flower region with the selection of particular hue vale. 
After detection of flowers in the given image, they are extracted from 
the background using segmentation process. Otsu thresholding 
technique is the most widely used technique for segmentation. The 
segmented image is called binary image in which flower region is white 
and background is black and vice versa. It is easy to count objects in 
binary image using a single matlab command. In our research work we 

use circle fitting algorithm in which circle fits into the flower 
region then center of the circle is equivalent to the flower. For 
yield estimation we count the center of the circles. The hardware 
system of the yield estimation consists of two major parts.  

II. A SURVEY OF PRIOR ARTS 

In 2003, Lipton et al. Proposed body difference that use of the 
pixel-shrewd differences between two frame pics to extract the 
relocating regions developed.  

In 1999 , Stauffer & Grimson et al. Proposed a Gaussian 
combination mannequin founded on history model to become aware of 
the article. 

In 2001 , Liu et al. Proposed history subtraction to realize moving 
regions in an photograph through taking the difference between current 
and reference history photograph in a pixel-by way of-pixel. 

In 2002 , Collins et al. Developed a hybrid system that mixes three-
frame differencing with an adaptive background subtraction model for 
their VSAM (Video Surveillance and Monitoring) mission.  

In 2004 , Desa & Salih et al proposed a combo of history 
subtraction and frame difference that multiplied the earlier results of 
historical past subtraction and frame difference.  

In 2007 , Sugandi et al.  Proposed a new manner for object 
detection employing frame change on low resolution snapshot.  

In 2005 , Julio cezar et al.  Has proposed a heritage mannequin, and 
comprise a novel manner for shadow detection in grey scale video 
sequences.  
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In 2001 , Satoh et al. Proposed a brand new technique for object 
tracking employing block matching algorithm situated on PISC 
photograph. 

In 2011 , Sugandi et al. proposed monitoring system of relocating 
folks utilising camera peripheral increment signal correlation photo. 

In 2001 , Liu et al. Proposed heritage subtraction to realize 
relocating regions inan snapshot through taking the change between 
present and reference history photograph in a pixel-by-pixel. It's 
particularly touchy to vary in dynamic scenes derived from lights and 
extraneous activities and so forth. 

In 1997 , Stauffer & Grimson proposed a Gaussian blend model 
centered on background mannequin to detect the object. 

 In 1998 , Lipton et al. Proposed frame difference that use of the 
pixel-smart differences between two frame pix to extract the moving 
regions. This system is very adaptive to dynamic environments, however 
traditionally does a poor job of extracting all the principal pixels, e.g., 
there is also holes left inside of relocating entities. So as to overcome 
disadvantage of two-frames differencing, in some cases three-frames 
differencing is used.  

In 2000 ,  Collins et al. Developed a hybrid approach that combines 
three-body differencing with an adaptive background subtraction model 
for their VSAM (Video Surveillance and Monitoring) project. The 
hybrid algorithm effectively segments relocating regions in video 
without the defects of temporal differencing and history subtraction. 

In 2004 , Desa & Salih proposed a combination of background 
subtraction and frame change that expanded the prior outcome of 
heritage subtraction and body difference. All the significant pixels, e.G., 
there could also be holes left inside of relocating entities. With the 
intention to overcome disadvantage of two-frames differencing, in some 
circumstances three-frames differencing is used.  

(Sarkate et al., 2013) described a computer vision based system for 
automating the precise yield prediction of gerbera flower from the 
polyhouse images. Flowers were extracted using HSV (Hue saturation 
and value) color model and histogram analysis. Then otsu thresholding 
was applied for image segmentation process. About 75 images were 
tested with this technique. System has 80.12% accuracy for pink color 
flower and 100% for yellow and red color flower. Overall accuracy was 
86.58%. The counting results got contaminated majorly due to 
overlapping of flowers and illumination. Overlapped flower were 
counted as single flower and result in decrement of counting accuracy 
and also affect yield prediction. 

(Diago et al., 2014) used machine vision system to count the 
number of flowers for grapevine yield estimation. 90 images were 
processed for counting of flower using proposed algorithm. Images were 
captured in open field condition.  Regression was analyzed by 
observation of three cultivators giving regression correlation above 80%. 

(Sengupta et al., 2014) implemented an automatic detection and 
counting system for yield estimation. Green citrus identification in green 
background had a very difficult task and having a problem of occlusion. 
Firstly shape and texture classification combined with support vector 
machine (SVM) was used to detect as many citrus fruit as possible. 
Problem of wrong detection were solved by graph based connected 
component algorithm and Hough transform for line recognition. Over 
81% of citrus fruit in a set of images captured from a citrus grove were 
correctly detected and counted. In the proposed algorithm partially 
occluded citrus fruit were impossible to detect due to the presence of 
shadow and cause poor discrimination between the background and 
citrus fruit. 

In 1997 , Wren et al. Explored the use of small blob features to track 
a single human in an indoor atmosphere. Of their work, a human 
physique is considered as a combination of some blobs respectively 

representing quite a lot of physique parts equivalent to head, torso and 
the four limbs. The pixels belonging to the human body are assigned to 
the specific body phase’s blobs. By way of tracking every small blob, 
the moving human is effectually tracked.  

In 2000 , McKenna et al. Proposed an adaptive history subtraction 
method wherein color and gradient understanding are mixed to cope 
with shadows and unreliable color cues in movement segmentation. 
Tracking is then carried out at three phases of abstraction: regions, men 
and women, and companies. Each neighborhood has a bounding box and 
areas can merge and split. A human is composed of a number of regions 
grouped collectively below the  of geometric structure constraints on the 
human body, and a human staff consists of one or more persons grouped 
together. 

In 2006 , Cheng & Chen proposed a color and a spatial characteristic 
of the object to identify the monitor object. The spatial function is 
extracted from the bounding field he object. Meanwhile, the color facets 
extracted is imply and ordinary worth of each and every object.  

In 2007 , Czyz et al. Proposed the color distribution of the thing as 
statement model. The similarity of the objects measurement using 
Bhattacharya distance. The low Bhattacharya distance corresponds to 
the excessive similarity. 

In 2004 , Kowalczyk and Vlas-sis Kowalczyk and Vlassis  proposed 
a associated gossip-centered disbursed algorithm called Newscast EM 
for estimating the parameters of a Gaussian blend. Random pairs of 
nodes many times exchange their parameter estimates and mix by using 
weighted averaging .  

In 2004 , Hu et al.  Labeled motion detection into three predominant 
classes of procedure as frame differencing, background subtraction and 
Gaussian combination. 

In 1998 , Grad. Sch. Of Eng. Et al. Have proposed frame difference 
procedure to discover the relocating objects. In this case, body change 
process is carried out on the three successive frames. 

In 1998 , Stauffer and Grimson et al. Have proposed ,advise a 
probabilistic approach making use of a mixture of Gaussian for choosing 
the heritage and foreground objects. 

III. CONCLUSION 

This survey has examined approaches to make stronger the 
performance of movement segmentation algorithms and Block 
matching method for object monitoring purposes and examined 
ways for multi-modal fusion in an object monitoring process. 
Motion segmentation is a key step in lots of tracking algorithms 
because it types the foundation of object detection. Making 
improvements to segmentation outcome as well as being 
equipped to extract extra understanding equivalent to frame 
difference, Gaussian of mixture model, heritage subtraction 
allows for increased object detection and as a result monitoring. 
Integrating a kalman filter inside a regular monitoring method 
allows the kalman filter is to use gradually up-to-date features and 
aids in principal coaching identification of the tracked object, and 
provides tracking process with an effective manner. 
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